July 2, 2021
Constitutional Rights Centre
1062 College Street
Toronto, ON
M6H 1A9
Dear Mr. Galati, dear Friends at the C.R.C.,
/.../ I know that you are all very busy these days but I would like to present to you a question with a big
potential in our fight against unconstitutional Covid-related measures. I would like to challenge the City
of Hamilton over the [expired emergency measures].
The City of Hamilton Covid-related measures are implemented with two By-laws (attached):
•
•

By-law No. 20-155, and…
By-law No. 20-202

Both require wearing masks in certain establishments and areas.
By-law No. 20-155 cites several “wereases” as legal basis, among them Section 10 of the Ontario
Municipal Act, 2001, the declaration of a pandemic by WHO, the provincial Declaration of Emergency
(April 7, 2021), and the provincial Extension of Emergency (April 16, 2021).
I have just learned that both, the Declaration of Emergency (O. Reg. 264/21) and the Extension of
Emergency (O. Reg. 291/21) are revoked or spent as of June 9, 2021. The proof is on the Government of
Ontario website, here:
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/210264 and here:
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/210291 .
Yet, neither our politicians nor mainstream media are informing the public about it and the restrictions,
lockdowns and other measures are still in place. I suspect that this is related to the nature of the
“vaccines”, which are not licensed and are approved for use under emergency authorization only.
Therefore, eliminating the Declaration of Emergency renders further application of vaccines illegal.
/…/ I would like to know whether the fact that the provincial Declaration of Emergency and the
provincial Extension of Emergency were revoked or spent as of June 9, 2021 takes away legal basis for
the City of Hamilton By-laws 264/21 and 291/21, and therefore makes them illegal?
Actually, a similar situation is as of yesterday in British Columbia, so the potential battlefield is growing
as we speak.
https://www.bclaws.gov.bc.ca/civix/document/id/mo/mo/m0275_2021 .
Thank you, etc.
Kind regards,

Lech Biegalski

